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Abstract

Spectro-temporal receptive fields (STRFs) are commonly used to characterize response properties
of central auditory neurons and for visualizing ‘trigger features’.  However, trigger features in STRF
maps typically have a blurry appearance.  Therefore it is unclear what details could be embedded in
them.  To investigate this, we developed a new method called ‘progressive thresholding’ to resolve fine
structures in the STRFs, and applied the method to FM responses recorded from single units at the
auditory midbrain of anesthetized rats.  Random FM tones of a narrow frequency range (~0.5 octave)
were first presented to evoked spike responses at the cell’s best frequency.  Perispike modulating time
waveforms collected (50 msec long, n = 1,500 to 4,000 tracings) were used to generate STRF based on
spike-triggered-averaging.  After supra-threshold areas of pixel counts had been determined through a
step of progressive thresholding in the map, those peri-spike modulating waveforms passing through
each area were dejittered systematically.  At what seemed to be an optimal threshold, multiple trigger
features (up to a maximum of 4 fine bands) were extracted from the initially simple-looking STRF.
Results show that fine FM trigger features are present in STRFs and that they can be resolved with the
present method of analysis.
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Introduction

In many natural sounds, the energy pattern
seldom appears constant but changes with time.
Frequency modulation (FM) represents one of such
fundamental time variances in sound energy (16).
Many central auditory neurons develop great sensi-
tivity to FM sounds compared with steady tones (‘FM-

sensitive’ cells) (22, 31, 38, 46).  These neurons
emerge in substantial numbers first at the level of the
midbrain and more of them are found in the cortex
(18, 22, 30, 34, 38, 41).  Most of these neurons dis-
charge spikes in response to specific spectro-temporal
patterns of energy embedded in the stimulating sounds
(or for simplicity we called them ‘FM trigger fea-
tures’).  Since complex sounds like speech contain
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similar time-varying signals, the importance of neural
mechanisms of FM coding is often related to the
recognition of complex sounds including speech in
humans (4, 12, 39, 42).

Different approaches have been developed to
determine trigger features of FM-sensitive neurons,
typically in terms of their receptive fields or commonly
known as the ‘spectral temporal receptive field’
(STRF) (2, 14).  In spite of the differences in meth-
odology used across laboratories to obtain STRFs, the
main spirit of the approach remains the same, i.e., a
somewhat randomly structured sound (e.g., dynamic
ripple noise, random chords, random FM tone,
naturally occurring or even vocalization sound) is
presented to the animal to evoke spike activity recorded
from a micro-electrode placed near the cell.  Datasets
containing the peri-spike stimulus energy are then
processed with spike-trigger-averaging or reverse
correlation analysis to yield the STRF on the perispike-
time-vs-frequency plane with the intensity of stimulus
energy typically represented in a temperature color-
code (1, 15, 17, 26, 29, 33, 40, 43).  For a given cell,
the appearance of STRF is often stimulus-dependent
(47) and can undergo plastic changes (19).  In most
STRFs so determined, the trigger features appear
rather blurry (7, 13, 19, 44, 47, 48).  This blurred
appearance is partly due to that fact that when spike
times are aligned to generate the STRF, and con-
sequently spike response jitter is artificially transferred
to time jitter in the trigger feature.  In the presence of
multiple trigger features, their overlaps in the STRF
may also blur the features.  Limited attempts have
been made with some success to sharpen the trigger
feature using a variety of dejittering algorithms (3, 8,
20).  No attempt has yet been made to reveal finer
structures, or to determine if there is any present in
the STRF.

This study is aimed to implement a method to
determine if fine trigger features exist in the STRF.
In brief, the method performs spike dejittering based
on a series of potential trigger features extracted
through a progressive thresholding of pixel counts in
the map.  We applied the method to simple-looking
STRFs collected from midbrain auditory neurons.
Preliminary results revealed striking details of fine
trigger features that were not evident in the original
STRFs.

Materials and Methods

Animal Preparation

Rats (Sprague Dawley, 200-250 gm, n = 5) were
anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg, i.p., maintained
at 0.4 g/kg for pain areflexia when necessary) and
fixed with a special head holder for recording

extracellular single spike activities using conventional
electrophysiological procedures (details see Ref. 32).
The skull overlying the occipital cortex was surgically
opened and glass micropipette electrode (20-70 MΩ,
3M KCl filled) advanced into the midbrain (inferior
colliculus) using a stepping micro-drive (Narishige)
to hunt for single units that would respond to repetitive
clicks (0.1 msec pulse, ~90 dB SPL).  After conven-
tional amplification, filtering and conditioning
(Axonprobe 1A, PARC-5113), unit responses to
sounds were recorded for off-line analysis.

Acoustic Stimulation

The random FM tones were generated by
digitally low-pass filtering a white noise at 12.5, 25 or
125 Hz.  The filtered signal was then fed to a function
generator (Tektronix FG280) at its voltage-control-
frequency input to control the instantaneous frequency
of a continuous tone.  The resultant stimulus was a
continuous FM signal with frequency randomly varied
over time (such signal is powerful stimulus for auditory
neurons in the rat midbrain (Ref. 30, 33).  After deter-
mining the unit’s most sensitive frequency (or best
frequency, BF), the center frequency of the FM tone
was set at this BF with a modulation range of ~0.5
octave.  Stimulus intensity was set ~30 dB supra-
threshold at the BF.  We first collected spike responses
at a fixed carrier frequency with all the 3 sets of FM
tones, and only the one producing the maximal spike
count was used for subsequent data analysis.  Each
spike dataset was a continuous recording of 2 min,
and to increase sample size the dataset collection was
repeated up to a maximum of 5 datasets for individual
units.

Electrophysiology

A computer interface (Tucker Davies Technology
System II Alachua, FL, USA) was programmed to
deliver the modulating waveforms while simulta-
neously collecting spike responses at 2 kHz (spikes
pre-conditioned into 0.4 msec pulses).  Details of the
recording procedures can be found in earlier publica-
tions (32).  During experiment, the animal was placed
inside a sound-treated chamber (Industrial Acoustic
Company) for free-field acoustic stimulations, and its
normal body temperature was maintained with a servo-
control heating pad.  The procedure was approved by
the Animal Ethics Committee, Laboratory Animal
Center, NCKU.

Data Analysis

To extract fine trigger features, a special method
called for simplicity the ‘progressive thresholding
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method’ was used to analyze the collected datasets.  It
consisted of the following steps and was conducted
using a tailor-made MATLAB program:

1. Generating the original STRF: For a given unit,
multiple datasets collected at a single carrier fre-
quency of the FM tone were first combined into
one dataset.  The result was plotted on the spectral
temporal plane to show the distribution of the peri-
spike modulating time waveform.  Like conven-
tional STRF maps, pixel counts were color-coded
to visualize trigger features (Fig. 1A).  To facilitate
data analysis, the spatial noise in the original STRF
was suppressed using a spatial filter.

2. Finding potential trigger features: at a fractional
level of the maximal pixel count (starting at 55%),
pixels with counts equal to or greater than the
threshold level were identified and outlined as a
‘supra-threshold area’ (a procedure that is equiva-
lent to slicing the top pixel counts in the map; Fig.

1B).  Usually one area was detected.  In the case
of detecting more than one area, the one larger in
size was processed first.

3.  Screening peri-spike modulating waveforms: time
tracings of modulating waveforms passing through
the supra-threshold areas were extracted (Fig. 1C).

4. Dejittering: a dejitter algorithm (details see Ref. 9)
was applied to adjust time variance in spike response
related to the selected tracings to yield a sharpened
‘component STRF’ (Fig. 1D).  Tracings failed to be
dejittered were returned to the original dataset for
next round processing.  To extract reliable features,
we set a criterion of a minimum tracings (n > 150)
in order to represent the results as a component
STRF.  Tracings of those STRFs that failed to meet
this criterion were also returned to the original
dataset for next round processing.

5. In the case of more than one supra-threshold areas,
steps 3 to 4 were repeated for each area.

6. ‘Progressive thresholding’: we then reapplied the
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Fig. 1. STRFs of an FM-sensitive cell showing the successive extractions of fine trigger features through 4 cycles of successive
thresholding (from top to bottom rows, at 75% of the current peak count).  Left column: STRFs before processing of each cycle;
second column: supra-threshold areas (white) identified; third column: STRFs formed by the tracings passing through the
supra-threshold areas before dejittering; right column: component STRFs after dejittering.  Note (B) to (D) represent the tracings
before entering the cycle of processing and include all tracings not used in the component STRFs from previous cycles.  For
this cell, 4 component STRFs (each with n > 150 tracings) are generated to be combined later into a composite map (Fig. 3I).
In this and other figures, a temperature code is used to represent pixel counts in the STRF maps (warm colors high, cold colors
low).  Spikes occur at time zero, with minus representing pre-spike time.  Unit identifier is shown on left-upper corner, and ‘n=’
is number of peri-spike tracings used in the corresponding panels.
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process of thresholding to the map formed by the
remaining tracings.  Steps 2 to 5 were repeated
to produce additional component STRFs (Fig. 1,
E-P).

7. Producing the ‘composite STRF’: to facilitate
viewing of multiple trigger features in the same
map, the peak pixel count in each component STRF
was first normalized.  The component STRFs were

then combined into one map through the maxi-
mum projection algorithm (i.e., at each pixel
position of the composite map, its value was the
maximum value at the same pixel determined across
component STRFs; Fig. 2, A and B).  This composite
STRF represents the final result obtained at a
particular threshold.

8. Starting with a new threshold value, steps 2 to 7
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Fig. 2. (A), (B): Examples of composite STRFs from two cells generated at 6 different thresholds (55% to 80% at 5% steps, from left
to right columns).  Note that the fine features extracted ‘evolves’ across thresholds from low to high, reaching an apparently most
complex appearance around 75% threshold, where the number of trigger features is also the highest (second column from the
right).  (C): The relationship between percentage tracings used in the composite STRF maps and the threshold is depicted in
bar chart for the two cells shown in A and B, with their optimal thresholds marked by an arrow.  The relationship is also shown
as fitted curves (3rd order polynomial) for these two FM-sensitive units (color lines) and 3 more others (grey lines).
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were repeated (increment step: 5%, up to 80%).
For each unit, a total of 6 threshold-dependent
composite STRFs were generated (Fig. 2, A and
B).

  9. Generating ‘percentage tracings versus threshold’
function’: the percentage of tracings used (y) as a
function of the corresponding thresholds (x) was
then generated (Fig. 2C).

10. Determining the ‘optimal threshold’: we detected
the point of abrupt drop in the function to mark
the optimal threshold (Fig. 2C arrow).  The com-
posite STRF obtained at the threshold just prior to
the abrupt drop was taken to represent the most
likely trigger features for the cell (see elaboration
later in the Discussion and Fig. 4).

Results

Results from a limited number of FM-sensitive
cells showed the effectiveness of the method. Some
key statistics of the units are summarized in Table 1.
These cells all responded to stimulation with FM but
not pure tones (they are called ‘FM-specialized cells’
according to our previous nomenclature, see 33).
With our random FM stimuli, trigger features in the
map were discerned as ‘hot spot’ or a single patch
of ‘warm’ modulating waveforms occurring at about
10 to 20 msec preceding the spike.  Consistent with
previous reports, such FM bands are basically char-
acterized by 2 stimulus parameters: (a) the optimal
rate of frequency modulation (inclusive of the upward
or downward direction of frequency sweep), and (b)
the optimal range of frequency change.  Findings are
consistent with FM responses reported at the auditory
midbrain (22, 33, 37, 46).

A variety of fine trigger features were revealed
in the composite STRFs.  These features appeared
more discernible or sharper than those in the original
maps.  In the composite STRFs we found the number
of features varied from 1 to 4 across different units
(Fig. 3 middle column).  The multiple trigger features
for a given unit can orient in the same or different
directions in the map (representing up- or down-
frequency sweeps).  The spectro-temporal positions

of the multiple features coincide with those warm
patches in the original STRFs.

In the STRFs formed by the remaining tracings
that were excluded in the final maps, other features
were also seen.  The proportion of tracings excluded
in the final maps was <25% (average: n = 546, range:
193 - 902 or 14.5% of total tracings/unit, range: 10.8 -
24.6%).  These tracings represented likely either
spontaneous activities (as 3 of the 5 units were spon-
taneously active), or weak trigger features not detected
by the method.  In some cases, particularly with units
showing no spontaneous activity, the pre-spike modu-
lating time waveforms detoured discrete areas in the
map, giving the impression of empty ‘holes’ untouched
by the stimulus energy (Fig. 3, K-L).  The boundary of
these holes matched well with those of the fine trigger
features in the same cell.  In other cases, these tracings
aggregated in somewhat elongated shapes, appearing
as warm patches in the STRF (Fig. 3, M-O).  They could
reflect some weaker trigger features.

Although the BFs of these cells fall within
middle to low frequency ranges, similar examples
though fewer were also found in high frequency re-
gions (data not shown).  The fact that we found more
of these examples in the low and middle frequency
ranges could be partly related to the limited dynamic
range of the analog tone generator we used to produce
the FM sound.

Discussion

Results from our limited sample showed that the
progressive thresholding method can extract details
of FM trigger features from initially simple-looking
STRFs.  Algorithms of spike jitter adjustment have
been implemented by other investigators to sharpen
trigger features (usually on cells with a simple-looking
STRFs), but none has yet achieved the present level
of fine resolutions.  This sensitive method is poten-
tially useful for examining activity- or task- driven
synaptic changes occurring in the brain, as they have
been reported at the auditory midbrain and in the
cortex of mammals and birds (5, 21, 35).

The complexity of fine component features found

Table 1. Some unit statistics on the extraction of fine trigger features using the ‘progressive thresholding’ method
(n = 5 FM-sensitive cells)

Parameter Average Range

Best frequency of cell 6.5 kHz 2.9 - 10.9 kHz
Number of total tracings analyzed/cell 3,296 1,784 - 3,874
Proportion of tracings rejected by method/cell 14.5% 10.8 - 24.6%
Optimal threshold for fine feature extraction 72% 65 - 75%
Total frequency range of extracted features 0.25 octave 0.1 - 0.41 octave
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Fig. 3. Results of progressive thresholding are shown for 5 FM-sensitive cells (each row represents a unit).  Left column (A-E): original
STRFs; middle column (F-J): composite STRFs at the optimal threshold; right column (K-O): STRFs formed by remaining
tracings (as excluded by the method).  Note details of features extracted (middle column) compared to the original maps (left
column) and complementary features in the maps of the residual tracings (right column).

here are in line with other studies reported complex
excitatory and inhibitory interactions and non-linear
response properties at the auditory midbrain (13, 23,

24, 28).  Fine trigger features appeared within a
narrow frequency range (average: 0.25 octave), a
finding that is likely related to the narrow frequency
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scan we had used (~0.5 octave).  The spectral range of
~0.25 octave can be taken to reflect integration of
neural activities within ‘single’ frequency lamina in
the midbrain (11, 25) or even on individual dendrites
of the FM-sensitive cells, which have large dendritic
field with complex dendritic morphology (30).  The
finding of multiple fine trigger features is also con-
sistent with earlier reports on FM-sensitive cells,
showing that in STRFs with simple-looking trigger
feature, partial or component-like features can some-
times be observed using a different method of analysis
based on jitter adjustment times (8).  Related to this

finding, multiple trigger features have been reported
in the STRFs of midbrain auditory neurons when
stimulated with FM tones of broad spectrum (10).

The possibility nevertheless exists that the mul-
tiple fine trigger features so revealed could be artifacts.
Firstly, despite some parameters in the method is
determined in a data-driven manner (e.g., the ‘optimal
threshold’), observed results could be distorted by in-
appropriate setting of parameters in our method.  The
rationale of choosing the important parameter of the
optimal threshold is elaborated as follows.  Fig. 4
illustrates diagrammatically what might have hap-
pened when two hypothetical trigger features in the
original STRF are processed at different thresholds.
It is conceivable that at too low a threshold, the supra-
threshold area (a potential trigger feature) would be
larger than what is occupied in the map by the true
trigger feature.  This enlarged supra-threshold area
would likely result in merging two nearby trigger
features into one during the dejitter process (par-
ticularly when they are in the same direction of mo-
dulation).  Tracings unrelated to the true trigger
features could also be included, resulting in blurred
trigger features.  Our results on composite STRFs
obtained across a range of thresholds (Fig. 2, A and B)
provided evidence in support of such possibilities.
Only at the optimal threshold, two trigger features of
different strengths will be sliced between their peaks.
This allows the method to separate them into two
trigger features (regardless of their FM directions).
At thresholds that are too high, the true trigger areas
shrink, and increasingly more tracings related to the
trigger feature are excluded, resulting in a drop in the
percentage of tracings used to produce the final map.
How fast and deep the drop on the function appears
likely depends on how steep the peak of pixel count
rises from the map.  The observation that composite
STRFs extracted below the optimal threshold remained
relatively stable over a range (Fig. 2, A and B) supports
the above argument.  Validity of the method would
still need to be examined in future experiments that
are designed to predict neural responses precisely in
the same cell based on the fine trigger features, and to
test the method with simulated datasets of STRF
where trigger structures are predetermined and the
ground truth known.  Secondly, we could have re-
corded from multiple instead of single units.  These
spikes we believe most likely belonged to single units
since waveforms of extracellular action potentials
recorded with our sharp micropipettes were rather
stereotyped with large spike amplitudes (typically 10
to 20 times the background noise level).

One needs to point out that the current method
made a few assumptions on the response of the cell.
First, the trigger features are time-invariant (at least
over the ~10 min of data collection), and therefore it

Fig. 4. A schematic diagram to illustrate the idea of the ‘optimal
threshold’.  The two-peak pixel count profile represents
a vertical cross-section through the STRF showing a
hypothetical situation of one major and one minor trigger
features running in the same direction (e.g., like the
situation depicted in Fig. 2A, second panel from the
left).  At the optimal threshold (e.g., 75%), only the major
(taller) peak is detected as supra-threshold, and its asso-
ciated tracings are extracted into a component STRF
after dejittering.  In the next cycle of processing, the
threshold is lowered (since it is taking 75% of whatever
peak counts left in the map after removal of the taller
peak), and the minor (shorter) peak becomes promi-
nent and is now detected as supra-threshold.  The com-
ponent STRF will be generated by the method in the
absence of interference of the previous major peak.  If
the threshold is set too low (e.g., 55%), both peaks will
be included and the method fails to separate them into
different features (e.g., Fig. 2A, left-most panel).  If the
threshold is set too high (e.g., 80%), too many tracings
are excluded, resulting in a smaller trigger area (e.g.,
Fig. 2A, right-most panel) and a drop in the number
of tracings (Fig. 3C).
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is justified to combine datasets to provide enough
spikes for processing.  Our consistent STRFs obtained
by processing datasets from the same unit across time
supported that the trigger features were relatively
stable at least within 10 min.  Second, the fine trigger
features are packed in the time-vs-frequency plane
with gaps resolvable using our spectral and temporal
sampling intervals (0.008 to 0.023 octave, 0.5 msec).
The present results would need to be confirmed by
experiments using finer sampling intervals.  Third,
each trigger feature was associated with a sufficiently
large number of spikes for the generation of discernible
component features.  The method did sometimes fail
to work, particularly with tracings fewer than 100.
The limit of n > 150 tracings was empirically set to
avoid over-estimating trigger features.  But the limit
needs to be determined more systematically.

In most of the spike-trigger averaging approach,
it was assumed implicitly that spikes were generated
as a result of cell excitation, whereas the role of in-
hibition and other properties of the cell remain un-
clear.  Our previous study (8) suggested that spikes
evoked by random FM stimulation could be generated
by multiple mechanisms.  In the present experiment,
some preliminary evidence in support of heteroge-
neity of spike origin was also found in the dejitter-
time histograms.  Specifically, the dejitter time
histograms of a given cell can be one that resembles
the normal spike PSTH with a fast rising phase and a
slow falling phase for a component feature, or the
time-reversed PSTH of the first kind (data not shown).
Results are in line with the known complex interaction
between excitatory and inhibitory synaptic actions in
the auditory midbrain, inhibitory region in the STRF
and the nonlinear properties of neural circuit in
response to sounds (6, 12, 27, 36, 42, 45).  Further ex-
periments with intra-cellularly recordings from FM-
sensitive cells would certainly help to clarify this
conjecture.

Our random FM stimulation using a single tone
has the advantage of its simplicity because stimulus
energy is narrowly channeled to the cell.  Some in-
formation of cell’s response could however be missing.
For example inhibitory regions in the STRF and inter-
actions among different tone components are not
revealed (especially in the absence of spontaneous
activity), unlike approaches using dynamic ripple,
random chords or natural sounds as stimuli.  Prediction
of cells responses to complex sounds has recently
been modeled with remarkable fidelity based on
functional grouping of STRFs across populations (48).
It would be interesting to compare modeling results
based on populations with results based on single
neurons (like the present one).  Perhaps a combined
approach using different stimulus sets to collect
responses from a single neuron would help further

understanding of coding mechanisms of complex
sounds.
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